The Escape
treasures
Mothers
Mothers are sacredly special;
Mothers are abundantly kind;
Mothers: they do encourage;
and Mothers never mind...
They have wisdom;
They can guide;
They are strong;
But they can’t hide... the love they
have in their hearts.

What a cherished joy to be able to
go find something unique, handmade
and special for Mom and above all,
with that gift, to also give her some of
your precious TIME!
The Escape also has a few
mothers of noble kind. One however,
this month, gets a special ode of
appreciation. Linda Gilman.
Well known to local customers and
those from afar, she is treasured by
family, friends and customers alike.

Linda’s energy and attitude
towards life and whoever crosses
her way, is an example for all. She
is loved as a mother, grandmother
and friend. Linda, Allison and Rachel
were recently “caught together” at
The Escape. The jubilant atmosphere
when they join in activity is simply
contagious. The special motherdaughter-granddaughter bonds are
obviously clear. They especially enjoy
Sunday luncheons, family time,
board games, shopping together
and chatting over a cup of coffee.
What beautiful love they share!
Two artists’ creations Linda
loves to sell are introduced
as well. Both can also be
seen as symbols of the
virtues of a Mother.

Deb of Desert Heart is an artist in
Alpine, Texas. She finds treasures
in the desert and in deserted places.
Those she turns around into precious
jewelry that reveals the beauty of
things most of us might not even
notice. Likewise a Mom uplifts her
child when lost in a desert of despair,
to see the beauty or silver lining
therein. Similarly Bruce Larrabee in
Utah works with dull clay from earth.
On the potters wheel, through fire
and glaze, he transforms it into the
most beautiful crockery perfect for
any Mom’s home. A Mother, like the
artist with clay, molds her children
in character and image. At The
Escape one can find countless gifts
rich in symbolism, for a special Mom,
Grandmother and Friend.

Celebrate Mom with handmade
giving for extraordinary living!
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